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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present novel methods of energy efficient
environment sensing in a very cost effective manner by a
method called smart sensor switching. We have extracted the
requirements of sensor switching and implemented various
intelligent energy efficient protocols like dynamic sensor
switching, sensor handover in the hardware platform which
makes the sensing mechanism uninterrupted and highly energy
efficient. The prototype hardware consists of five different gas
sensors which are operated by centralized peripheral interface
controller (PIC) based embedded system platform. The paper
also describes a practical sensor switching mechanism with real
time data, various dynamic and non dynamic sensor parameters
have been considered in the designing scenario.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of wireless sensor network is increasing day by
day throughout the world due to modern sensor and embedded
system technologies. Around the world would like to be sensed
seamlessly anytime anywhere through the best sensor. Sensor
node consists of large variety of heterogeneous sensors. The
users would like to utilize heterogeneous sensor in a single
platform without compromising the development cost and life
time of the node. Many gas detecting systems have been
developed which can detect different levels of gas
concentrations effectively [1] [2]. In this paper we report the
design and development of a reliable auto configurable smart
wireless gas sensing system optimized for industrial application
where system smartness and uninterrupted sensing are main
concern. This is a typical gas sensing system with some
additional features in contrast to other gas detection systems.
The system provides highly secured and reliable data
transmission over the network. It also detects presence of human
at the site of leakage for timely rescue and will alert the
appropriate security authority, temperature information sensed
by temperature sensor which provides the danger level though
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gas ignition hardly depends on the environmental temperature
and pressure [3], it able to build gas concentration profile of the
environment. If any abnormality take place the system will
trigger an alarm situated; in such case a text message can be
send to any where in the globe using a global system of mobile
communication (GSM)
modulator and demodulator
(MODEM).[4] Presents the development of smart sensor
network for hazardous gas monitoring by using three types of
gas sensors. Some gas detection systems have also been
designed and developed. [5] Presented implementation of self
diagnostic power management protocols smart sensor triggering,
sensor handover and auto error detection and correction which
enhances the lifetime of the node. A number of research works
have been published in last few years in the domain of
integrated gas sensors and node. A node with multimode sensors
is used for sensing different environmental parameters light,
temperature, humidity and different types of gases along with
error detection and correction capability [6]. Few studies have
been found dealing with practical development of sensor
consisting of multiple sensors with various power management
protocols. These papers present design of a wireless sensor
network which is able to collect the information from sensors,
process it and communicate wirelessly in the network for
industrial monitoring, agriculture, composting processes etc.
[7,8] . In last year presented design and development of a
flexible smart gas detection system describes various flexible
protocols by which node hardware and sensors can be
configured remotely [9]. The previous studies are mainly
focused on the hardware development and flexibility issues but
did not focus on the sensing efficiency and sensor switching or
handover issue more, our work mainly focus on the
uninterrupted sensing through the best sensor in a very energy
efficient way. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the need for sensor switching and its associated
challenges. In section 3 we look into functionality of smart
sensor switching and also discussed the need for dynamic
switching time estimation. Section 4 we have explained the
hardware prototype description and various designing aspects.
This section also describes about the experimental setup. In
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Section 5 we describe various experimental results and there
analysis, we conclude the paper in section 6.

that the sensor output response can not identify the type of gas.
To identify the specific gas some special purpose sensors are
required. fig. 3 shows sensitivity characteristics of MQ7 sensor

2. NEED FOR SENSOR SWITCHING AND
ITS CHALLENGES
To enhance the sensing technology up to achieve the goal of
“any time any concentration sensing through the best sensor” the
sensor switching is highly desirable [10]. A sensor switching
mechanism is the process of switch from one sensor to another
when gas concentration about to cross sensing range of the
particular sensor or to identify specific gases without
interrupting the sensing process in most energy efficient way.
The semiconductor type gas sensors can be broadly classified
into two categories, first the detection range of the sensor and
the sensitivity on various gases. TGS and MQ sensors are a type
of thick film metal oxide semiconductor which offers low cost,
long life, and good sensitivity to target gases while utilizing a
simple electrical circuit. These sensors are especially suited to
application in gas leak detectors for toxic and explosive gases.
There are various challenges come across while practical
implementing sensor switching mechanism. Fig.1 shows the
detection range of some of the MQ and TGS gas sensors. From
the figure it is clear that none of the single sensor can sense the
gas concentration for a large span. If it is essential to measure
large span of gas concentration, multiple sensors are required to
operate simultaneously [11]. Average power consumption of the

Fig 2: Sensitivity characteristics of MQ2 gas sensor

Fig 3: Sensitivity characteristics of MQ7 gas sensor

Fig 1: Typical detection range of the gas sensors
sensor is around 835 milliwatt (mW) which is around 90
percentage of the system power. Activation of two sensors in
parallel to sense a large span of gas will reduce system lifetime
by 45 percentages which is not desirable. So to sense a large
span of gas without increasing power consumption these sensors
have to switch in appropriate gas concentration. Fig. 2 and fig. 3
shows the sensitivity characteristics of MQ2 and MQ7 gas
sensor. MQ2 sensor is sensitive to multiple gases like carbon
monoxide, iso-butane, ethanol, hydrogen. This characteristic
have a advantage that in case of gas leakage of four different
type of gases a single sensor is enough to detect, which reduces
the development cost and power consumption. The draw back is

it is specifically sensitive to carbon monoxide. In energy
efficient way MQ2 can be used to detect four different gases by
a single sensor instate of four different specific sensors to detect
four different gases. By implementing the protocol three forth of
power can be saved, and if gas identification is farther required
the specific sensor can be powered on to identify the specific
gas. To implement this energy efficient mechanism the sensor
switching is compulsory. The system will on and off sensor as
per the requirements. The sensor output depends on various
factors like temperature and humidity dependency, heater
voltage dependency, partial pressure, initial action. The main
obstacles come across to perform the sensor switching are the
requirement of complex electronic switching circuits and the
initial or settling time (Ts) of the gas sensor. (Ts) is the time
required for a gas sensor to start sensing operation which has
been elaborately discussed in the section 3.

3. SMART SENSOR SWITCHING
The SnO2 based gas sensors exhibit a transient behavior referred
to as “Initial Action” when stored un-energized and later
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energized in air. The resistance drops sharply for the first few
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Fig 4: Functionality of the Smart sensor switching

energize in air. The resistance drops sharply for the first few
seconds after energizing, regardless of the presence of gases,
and then reaches a stable level according to the ambient
atmosphere. The length of initial action depends on the
atmospheric conditions during storage and length of storage and
varies by sensor model [12]. Typical value of Ts is around
60sec.To understand the functionality of smart sensor switching
three case studies is essential. Case 1 gas concentration is below
threshold level 1 (T1) which is 90ppm. Case two gas
concentration crosses the T1 but do not reach threshold point 2
(T2) which is 200ppm. Third case gas concentration cross both
the threshold levels (T1 and T2).The process starts with the
energizing S1 (TGS 2600), after settling time Ts (60 sec) system
checks for threshold level T1(90ppm) which is 90percent of the
upper sensing limit of TGS 2600. Due to gas concentration
below T1, MQ2 is not triggered and TGS 2600 continue the
sensing process and display the gas concentration in LCD
display with data refreshing rate of one sec. After initial system
starts up a whole cycle completes in around 60 seconds. In case
two the total cycle 2 completes in approximately 120 sec. On
initial detection of gas concentration above T1 S2 (MQ2)
triggered, it requires another 60 sec to settle down. S1 (TGS
2600) is in on condition until and unless S2 completes its initial
action. This make before break handover approach established
uninterrupted sensing during sensor switching. After completion
of initial action MQ2 senses gas concentration, and due to it is
still less then T2 (lower detection limit if MQ2), sensor 2 is
switched off and sensor 1 continue the sensing process in cycle
one. Case three is valid if gas concentration crosses both the
threshold levels. Cycle three completes in approximately 180
sec. If gas concentration cross threshold T2, the three special
purpose sensors (S3, S4, S5). They are triggered for gas
identification. On completion settling time of the S3, S4 and S5,
system find out the peak value from these three sensors. On
identification the specific gas remaining sensors are switched off
to reduce the power consumption. The identified sensor
continues the sensing process and continuously monitors gas
concentration level. If concentration falls down below T2, then
S2, S3, S4, S5 are switched off and cycle 1 starts again else
cycle 3 repeats. To ensure uninterrupted sensing make before
break(MBB) approach has been considered, that means the first
sensor will not be turned off until second sensor become ready
for sensing, not only that first sensor will not off until the
concentration cross a certain level of the sensor 2 detection
range.

3.1 Need for Dynamic Switching Time
Estimation
The smart sensor switching mechanism is discussed in section 3,
from the discussion it is clear that when gas concentration reach
threshold 1(90% detection range of sensor1) then only sensor2 is
switched on by assuming that when gas concentration will reach
upper detection range of sensor1 which is 100 ppm, sensor2
should complete its settling time Ts which is around 60 sec. Gas
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concentration increment or decrement slope will differ time to
time so it may happen that Ts is not complete but gas
concentration already entered the detection range of sensor 2, in

Fig 5: Functionality of the Smart sensor switching
Such case results in interrupt sensing which is not acceptable.
Fig. 5 shows the slope rate and triggering point for three
different gas samples, to achieve uninterrupted sensing the
sensor 2 triggering point varies depending on gas concentration
slope rate. Slope 1 reaches threshold level 1 (t1=90ppm) in 601
sec and 100 ppm at 668, so if sensor 2 triggers at 601 sec it will
complete its Ts by t1+Ts=(601+60)=661 sec, where as
practically gas concentration will reach 100 ppm at 668th sec, so
in this case the sensoe2 will be ready in 7 sec advance. Slope 2
reaches threshold level 1 (t1=90ppm) in 301 sec and 100 ppm at
335, so if sensor2 triggers at 301 sec it will complete its T s by
t1+Ts=(301+60)=361 sec, where as practically gas concentration
will reach 100 ppm at 335th sec, so in this case the sensor2 will
be ready in 26 sec delay, which results in 26 sec of interrupted
sensing. In same way for slope3 sensor 2 will be ready n 40 sec
delay, which results in 40 sec of interrupted sensing. Though Ts
is fixed to achieve uninterrupted sensing irrespective of gas
concentration slope a dynamic switching time estimation is
essential, where switching time for sensor 2 will vary depending
on initial slope rate which is discussed in section 3.2.

3.2 Dynamic Switching Time Estimation
Dynamic switching time estimation is the process of finding
sensor triggering time Sst^ by estimating time to reach target gas
concentration to a level (Tgc) which is Tgt^ . .Fig. 6 shows the
process of finding Sst^ to obtain sensor handover to achieve
uninterrupted sensing irrespective of slope rate of gas.
Estimation of sensor triggering time Sst^ is done after every five
seconds which can be alter as per the requirement. In fig. 6
shows Sst^ estimation at 80th second, gas concentration reaches
Tgc in the time Tgt^ which is 164th seconds. To obtain

Uninterrupted sensing Sst^ can be fount by subtracting sensor
settling time Ts from the estimated time Tgt^ to reach target gas
concentration Tgc.
Sst^ = Tgt^ - Ts ,
Sst^ = 164 - 60 = 104 sec.
By this estimation process the system dynamically set the sensor
triggering time at 104th seconds. The estimation algorithm uses
its earlier data from initial to the last sample data obtain for
estimating Tgt^. Fig. 7 is the flow chart for dynamic switching
time estimation.
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Calculate Sst=( Tgt^-Ts)
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Fig 7: Flow diagram for Dynamic Switching time estimation

Fig 6: Dynamic switching time estimation
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4. HARDWARE PROTOTYPE DESIGN &
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A hardware prototype has been designed to implement the
proposed smart sensor switching protocols. All the components
of the system have been chosen such a way to restrict the power
consumption and cost as low as possible [13,14]. Power
consumption is the vital factor for designing an embedded
hardware. The internal architecture of the hardware is shown in
fig. 8. An 8-bit reduced instruction set computer (RISC) PIC18F4550 is selected due to its nano watt technology and 8
different types of power management modes, in which ideal
mode current down to 5.8uA and sleep mode current down to
0.1uA. These make PIC-18F4550 optimum for this application.
After initial signal conditioning, all the sensor signals are
digitized by 10-bit internal ADC of the microcontroller. Sensor
switching is done by low power metal oxide semiconductor field
effect transistor (MOSFET) based switching circuit driven by
the microcontroller signal. A 2X16 liquid crystal display (LCD)
is used to display the gas concentration and sensor information.
The hardware communicates with PC by a RS232 interface to
make the database of the sensed data for further statistical
analysis.

Fig. 9 Developed hardware prototype

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The variation of gas concentration in the gas sensor sensed by
the sensors and processed and stored by the hardware plat form
is shown in fig. 10. In which first three thousand samples (300
sec) data have been used for simulation to execute dynamic
switching time estimation algorithm. The simulation results are
shown in fig. 11 to fig. 14.
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(Embedded
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S2
S3
S4
S5

Sensor o/p
Signal
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Fig. 8 Internal hardware architecture
Fig. 10 Gas concentration variation inside gas chamber
A hardware prototype consists of five different gas sensors. S1TGS2600 and S2-MQ2 is collaboratively performing sensor
switching tasks. These two sensors are sensitive to several gases
whereas S3-TGS6810, S4-MQ7 and S5-TGS 825 are sensitive
to specific gases. The hardware is powered by 6 volt 1.5 Ah
lithium-ion battery. A practical hardware is shown in fig. 9.
Extensive experiments have been performed in a closed glass
chamber by keeping environment temperature 20-25 degree
centigrade. Isobutene is used as sample gas. Experiments are
carried out for 1150 seconds. During this period gas
Concentration has been altered periodically to validate the
efficiency of proposed protocol. Sensed data have been sampled
at a rate of 10sample per second.

In simulation we estimated the future slope by using previous
data samples and finally compared between estimation and
practical data curve and find out the deviation to get the
efficiency of estimation algorithm. From the data base we take
out first 300seconds samples and estimated the future data slop
by taking three different estimation point 70sec, 80sec, 90sec
respectively. The simulation plot and there deviation and sensor
triggering point for different estimation point are shown in fig.
11 to fig. 13 respectively.
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shows switching time estimation at 90 seconds. Simulation
result shows deviation is +1 seconds, so by estimating at 90
seconds the sensor 2 will be ready 20seconds advance that of
practical value which results in sensor handover with
uninterrupted sensing. From these three simulation factors we
got 100% +ve sensor triggering time estimation which perform
sensor handover in a very efficient way. Fig. 14 shows the
deviation value between practical and estimation curve at
various estimation points starting from 30 seconds to 90
seconds. From the result it is clear that the estimation algorithm
shows low accuracy in initial estimation point and it improves
estimation accuracy at later estimation point. So to get higher
accuracy more data samples should be considered.
Fig. 11 switching time estimation at 70 seconds
Fig. 11 shows the switching time estimation at 70 seconds that
means first 70 seconds data are used for estimation. From
simulation result it is clear that the deviation between estimation
and practical value is +20 seconds, so by estimating at 70
seconds the sensor 2 will be ready 20seconds advance that of
practical value which results in sensor handover with
uninterrupted sensing. In same way fig. 12 shows the estimation

Fig. 14 deviation factors at various estimation point

6. CONCLUSION

Fig. 12 switching time estimation at 80 seconds
at 80 seconds. From simulation result it is clear that the
deviation between estimation and practical value is +7 seconds,
so by estimating at 80 seconds the sensor 2 will be ready
20seconds advance that of practical value which again results in
sensor handover with uninterrupted sensing. And finally fig. 13

This paper presents design and implementation energy efficient
smart sensor switching protocols developed by the authors,
which is able to achieve the initial goal of any time any
concentration sensing by the best sensor. The protocols have
been successfully deployed and validated in the hardware; all
the estimation and switching algorithms have given 100%
positive estimation. We are currently working on an improved
version of smart sensor switching where we are finding the use
of artificial intelligence in the estimation algorithms.
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